
Envysion’s mobile app provides customers with complete visibility into their stores from 
mobile devices while being endlessly enjoyable to use. The app allows franchise owners, 

loss prevention managers, area managers, and general managers to access live and 
recorded video on the go—providing the tools they need to maximize operational success. 
When achieving your goals is simple, you’ll want to do more of it. With Envysion, you’ll get 

more done, faster - and you might not want to put it down. 

BE IN THE KNOW

MOBILE APP

Mobile App
Experience
When you need video of your stores, you want a  
quick, easy-to-use solution. So smooth to use, 
you’ll actually look forward to it.

Envysion offers a unified, video-first experience 
that gets you to your footage fast on your mobile 
device with native iOS and Android apps.

Managed 
Video Solution 

Get visability into 
each of your store 

locations 

Share snapshots 
with anyone in your 

contacts

Take action by 
sharing an instant 

snapshot

Watch video from up 
to four camera views 

at a time

Create and save 
video clips from any 
camera to the cloud

Watch live video or 
scrub the playbar to 
jump back in time

TRUSTED BY NAMES YOU KNOW



Need to quickly investigate a 
suspicious interaction? 
Use Envysion’s video surveillance mobile app to easily look 
up recorded video captured during a specific day, time, and 
location. Address customer complaints, help protect your 
brand image, and identify potentially fraudulent transactions.

You can’t be in all of your stores  
all of the time to oversee day-
to-day operations—but with 
Envysion you can monitor 
multiple locations on the go. 
View live and recorded video from each of your stores 
or review any of your loss incidents. Access surveillance 
video, audio, and incidents for multiple locations from one 
convenient mobile dashboard to save time and increase your 
effectiveness as a manager.

It’s super user-friendly and straight-forward. I can easily drag my finger 
across the timeline and move all cameras at the same time.
Jeremy Roberts
Director of Operations at NTouch Wireless

PROTECT 
YOUR

BUSINESS BRAND PEOPLE PROFITS

envysion.com
877.258.9441 
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